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YUVAL RACHMILEVITCH , AFIMILK CEO

Afimilk's team
volunteered to
help recover the
destroyed milking
parlor in Nahal Oz. 

Volunteered to
harvest fruit at
Amikam Farm and
pecans at Bet Hillel
Farm due to
farmer shortages.



Polytex promptly
replaced 26 of their
machines at Barzilai
Medical Center after
a missile attack.

Donated essential
items, including warm
clothing and chargers,
to Israeli army units.

Employees
volunteered to
harvest tomatoes
near Gaza at "Pri Gan."



Provided free translation for
hundreds of 'war-related'
campaigns, including videos and web
content.

Distributed 'Otef-Gaza' fruit and
vegetable boxes to all Israeli
employees.

Employees volunteered to prepare
food for soldiers, aid farmers, and
assist displaced individuals.

Donated 24+ tons of products (rice,
sugar, salt, etc.) to Israeli soldiers,
evacuees, and bereaved families.

Supporting evacuated or injured
employees from Southern Israel.

Distributing care packages to
families of recruited employees.



Offering voluntary
DevOps and
CloudOps support
for Israeli companies
with teams in military
service.

Supported farmers in
the south by
purchasing fresh
produce and offering
them to employees.

Employees harvested
seasonal vegetables
in local fields.



AVI AFLALO, SIMPLEX 3D CEO

Simplex 3D is
harnessing its
technology for the
benefit of all local
authorities and
communities in
Israel, to strengthen
the preparedness
of security and
emergency units.



CTS factories are
supplying vital
medications to Israeli
soldiers and products
to aid child social
workers in southern
Israel.

Delivering weekly care
packages to families
of employees on
military reserve duty
and those employed in
their southern
factories.



Supplied and
installed Kramer's AV
gear for a northern
Kibbutz hosting
Nahal Oz survivors
and evacuees,
meeting their urgent
tech needs.

Teams volunteered
harvesting in fields
across Israel.

Donated 30,000 NIS to Israeli troops and
brigades where employees serve in reserve.

Offering complimentary product access to
support Israeli businesses online.



Provided vital aid to
Israeli soldiers with
essential equipment
and delivered hot
meals to units with
employees on reserves.

Organized resilience
workshops for
employees and a
dedicated wartime
management workshop
for managers.

Activities to display
solidarity with
abductees' families to
ensure their loved ones
were not forgotten.



Assisted Sderot
municipality in
building a computer
center.

Transferred essential
equipment and food
to Israeli soldiers.

Management teams
volunteered to
harvest ripe
pomegranates at
Mavki'im.

Sponsored a dinner at Ichilov Hospital for 200
wounded civilians and soldiers.

Organized an engaging event for 120 displaced
children near the Gaza border.



Donated essential
items to Israeli
soldiers, including
sleeping bags, tents,
and tactical gear.

Daily distribution of
homemade hot meals
to soldiers and
families of the
wounded in hospitals.

Provided new clothing
and essentials to the
evacuees from
Kibbutz Zikim.

Leveraged their genetic expertise to identify
individuals affected by the tragic events.

Employees volunteered Clementine picking to
support Israeli farmers with staff shortages.



Donated company
laptops to residents
located in the south.

Employees
volunteered in fields
across Israel, assisting
with important
agricultural tasks.

Donated food supplies
to residents in Ofakim.

Donated essentials,  
including warm
clothing, directly to
Israeli army units.

Cultivating employee
support with
symbolic gifts and
uplifting messages.


